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On February 13, 1985, with the Unit shutdown for its first refueling outage, '

actions comenced to remove the steam dryer frm the reactor vessel. The ;

maintenance procedure used to move the dryer included steps for the l

installation of juqrrs in the refuel floor wall duct trip units. This would I

forestall a Zone III (Refuel Floor) ventilation isolation and concmitant
start of the Standby Gas Treatment Systm (SGTS) and Control Roan Dnergency )Outside Air Supply Systm (CREQ76S) under circumstances where it is known that '

conditions other than airborne radiation would cause the isolation or systms
,

to start. (SGTS and CREAOSS are Engineered Safety Features.) l

|

When the steam dryer move was ccuplete, the jumpers were removed per the
maintenance procedure. Within two minutes, Zone III had isolated on a high
radiation signal and the SGTS and CREGASS started. The jumpers were replaced
and all systms restored to normal status. Station particulate, iodine and
noble gas monitor data showed no abnormal release rates for.the day.

The radiation monitors were shielded in an attmpt to prevent nuisance alams
and trips. Technical Specification Table 3.3.2-1 has been revised to require
the monitor's trip function be operable when handling irradiated fuel in the
secondary containment during CORE ALTERATIONS and operations with a potential
for draining the reactor vessel.
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On February 13, 1985, with the Unit shutdown for its first refueling outage,
actions carenced to remove the steam dryer frm the reactor vessel. The
maintenance procedure used to move the dryer included steps for the
installation of jumpers in the refuel floor wall duct trip units. (The
corresponding sensors on Unit 2 r mained operable throughout the event.) The
intent of this. action was to forestall a Zone III (Refuel Floor) ventilation
isolation and concatitant start of the Standby Gas Treatment Systm (SG'IS)
(EIIS Code: BH) and Control Rom Emergency Outside Air Supply Systm (CREASS)
(BH) under circumstances where it is known that conditions other than airborne
radiation would cause the isolation or systms to start. (The SGTS and
CRE0 ASS are Engineered Safety Features.) The strongback used to move the
dryer has a sprinkling system installed on it and there is a sprinkling syst s
in the dryer-separator pool to minimize airborne radiation.

Khen the steam dryer move was emplete, the jumpers were rmoved per the
maintenance procedure. Within two minutes, Zone III had isolated on a high I

radiation signal and the SGTS and CREGASS started. Operations personnel
directed that the jumpers be reinstalled based on the deduction that the steam
dryer was acting as a source large enough to affect the sensors in the Zone
III exhaust duct. CREQASS was shutdown, nomal Zone III ventilation was
re-established and SGTS was shutdown. Station particulate, iodine and noble
gas monitor data showed no abnormal release rates for the day.

All systm logic functioned properly except that the Reactor Building
Recirculation Fans did not start. (These fans act to recirculate the air
within the ventilation zones to reduce radioactivity concentrations by mixing
the air before it is exhausted through the Standby Gas Treatment Syst m .)
Investigation into the lack of fan start showed no probims and simulated
conditions resulted in correct logic sequencing including the start of the
Recirculation Fans.

The radiation monitors were shielded in an attmpt to prevent nuisance alams
and trips. Technical Specification Table 3.3.2-1 has been revised to require
the monitor's trip function be operable when handling irradiated fuel in the
secondary containment and during (X)RE ALTERATIONS and operations with a
potential for draining the reactor vessel. LER 85-010 and 85-020 described
additional occurrences of SGTS 7.A CREASS activations due to ' shine' .
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May 13, 1986

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Ccmnission
Docunent Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

SUSQUDIANNA STEAM ELECTRIC STATION
LICaiSEE EVD7f REPORT 85-001-02
FILE R41-2
PLAS- 173

Docket No. 50-387
License No. NPF-14

Attached is Licensee Event Report 85-001-02. 'Ihis event was detennined
reportable per 10CFR50.73(a) (2) (iv), in that the Unit experienced an
unanticipated start of the Standby Gas Treatrent and Control Rocm Emergency
Outside Air Supply Systans, which are Engineered Safety Systans.
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T.M. Crimnins, Jr. [
Superintendent of Plant-Susquehanna
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cc: Dr. Thanas E. Murley
Regional Administrator, Region I
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comtission
631 Park Avenue
King of Prussia, PA 19406

Mr. R.H. Jacobs
Senior Resident Inspector
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Ccmnission i

P.O. Box 52
Shickshinny, PA 18655
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